Introduction
============

In the cerebral cortex, premotor areas are defined as frontal areas that have direct access to primary motor cortex (M1) and the spinal cord ([@bib15]; [@bib11]). Accordingly, several premotor areas have been identified, primarily in macaque monkeys. Most medially, the cingulate motor areas (CMAs) are buried in the banks of the cingulate sulcus ([@bib35]; [@bib45]). Progressing laterally, the supplementary motor area (SMA), dorsal premotor (PMd), and ventral premotor (PMv) areas are found.

Each premotor area is interconnected with a panoply of different cortical fields, forming a network of structures that subserves planning and execution of movement. The distinctive anatomical connections of each premotor area suggest some specialization in their role as sensorimotor integration and motor output construction platforms. More particularly, PMv is part of a broad intracortical sensorimotor network integrating many sensory inputs ([@bib57]). Of all premotor areas, PMv is particular in its role in the visual integration of the target shape and configuration of the hand in accordance with this information ([@bib36]). Phylogenetic, microstimulation, single unit recording and hodological studies suggest that PMv is at the center of an extensive network involved in processing of orofacial sensory inputs, motor control of the head and face and coordination of hand and orofacial movements ([@bib60]).

In prior studies, we documented the pattern of cortical connections of the PMv distal forelimb representation (DFL) in squirrel monkeys ([@bib6]). These results revealed previously unidentified connections with a small field immediately rostral and ventral to the PMv DFL, an area we refer to as the frontal rostral area (FR). In the present publication, we provide electrophysiological and neuroanatomical evidence to suggest that FR is a separate motor-related area of the frontal cortex of this species. Based on its physiological properties and cortical connections, FR should not be considered a premotor area per se, but rather as an interface between the prefrontal, anterior opercular cortex and premotor areas, mainly PMv.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Surgical Procedures
-------------------

Four adult, male squirrel monkeys (*Saimiri* spp.) were used, ranging in weight from 937 to 1255 g. All animal use was in accordance with a protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Kansas Medical Center. The surgical and neurophysiological procedures, as well as injections of neuronal tracers were effected on the hemisphere contralateral to the preferred hand on a reach-and-retrieval task ([@bib40]; [@bib6]). Surgeries were performed using aseptic techniques and halothane-nitrous oxide anesthesia. Following a craniectomy and durectomy over the lateral portion of the frontal cortex, a plastic cylinder was fitted over the opening and used to contain warm, sterile silicone oil. In squirrel monkeys, we took advantage of the relatively lissencephalic cortex, which facilitates the construction of 2-dimensional physiological maps and coregistration of neuroanatomical data. A digital photograph of the exposed cortex was taken and subsequently used to create a 2-dimensional map of motor representations superimposed on the vascular landmarks. For the electrophysiological procedures, the halothane was withdrawn and ketamine--acepromazine or ketamine--valium (diazepam) was administered intravenously, as needed to maintain a stable anesthetic state. Anesthetic depth was inferred from general responsivity (e.g., pupils were constricted and the animal did not produce a blink reflex when the eyebrows or eyelashes were gently touched), muscle tone, heart and respiration rates. Neurophysiological procedures were conducted only during periods of stable anesthetic state. They were halted during occasional periods of shallow anesthesia, marked by responsiveness to cutaneous stimuli, excessive muscle tone in forelimb muscles combined with rapid heart and respiration rates or during occasional periods of deeper anesthesia, marked by the opposite physical signs and unusually high thresholds for evoking movements via intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) ([@bib40], [@bib41]). After the experimental procedures, animals were put back on halothane-nitrous oxide anesthesia for the injections of neuronal tracers (cases 472 and 1884) and aseptic closing of the craniectomy.

Derivation of Motor Maps
------------------------

ICMS techniques were used to derive neurophysiological maps of movement representations of the DFL of M1, PMv, and FR. A microelectrode, made from a glass micropipette tapered to a fine tip and filled with 3.5 M NaCl (500- to 800-kΩ impedance), was used for electrical stimulation applied at a depth of ∼1750 μm (layer 5). Stimulation consisted of a 40-ms train of 13 monophasic cathodal pulses of 200 μs delivered at 350 Hz from an electrically isolated, constant current stimulator ([@bib40]; [@bib6]). Pulse trains were repeated at 1-Hz intervals. In both M1 and PMv, current was ≤30 μA. If no movement was identified at 30 μA, the site was considered to be nonresponsive. In FR, somewhat larger stimulation intensities were often necessary to evoke movements, and thus, maximum current was increased to 80 μA. However, these stimulation currents are in line with what has been used in other studies of premotor areas in New World primates ([@bib48]). Because these different maximal stimulation intensities were used, it is possible that the M1 and PMv DFL areas may have been slightly underestimated. In particular, the caudal border of M1 DFL, along the area 4/3a border, is typically formed by nonresponsive sites. Nevertheless, the thresholds increase rapidly at the area 4/3a border. The 30 μA cut-off corresponds to the histologically defined area 4/3a border and thus the area 4 caudal border is probably fairly accurately described using the 30 μA stimulation limit ([@bib40]). Other borders of M1 and most borders of PMv were not comprised of nonresponsive sites. Only case 392 and 472 had limited PMv DFL bordered by nonresponsive sites (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, it is likely that the DFL area would not dramatically change using the 80 μA instead of the 30 μA intensity.

![Reconstruction of ICMS movement maps. Digit and wrist/forearm movements comprised the DFL, indicated with a red contour. Each dot represents a microelectrode penetration site. The location of the ICMS-defined motor fields in each case is identified. Case 392 recovered from an experimental lesion in M1 prior to ICMS mapping explaining the small M1 DFL representation. Black dots = nonresponsive; black dots with large ring = site that was tested twice and still did not evoke response; dark blue = proximal movements; light blue = neck/back; green = wrist/forearm; red = digit; yellow = orofacial; R = rostral; M = medial; CS = central sulcus; scale bar = 5 mm.](cercorbhn050f01_4c){#fig1}

The cortical regions of interest were explored with microelectrode interpenetration distances of ∼250--500 μm. For each motor area (i.e., M1, PMv, and FR), we included in the DFL all sites at which electrical stimulation elicited movements of the digits, wrist or forearm (pronation and supination). Sites at which the stimulation elicited movements of the elbow (flexion and extension), shoulder, orofacial or no response determined the physiological border of the DFL. Following these criteria, M1, PMv, and FR DFLs formed 3 well-isolated clusters. Movements were described using conventional terminology ([@bib21]). Joint movements consequent to the electrical stimuli were indicated on the digital photograph at the precise locations of the electrode penetrations. The DFLs were defined by these evoked responses and their borders specified on the photograph. A custom-designed computer program was used to unambiguously circumscribe sites whose stimulation-evoked movements of the same category (e.g., digit, wrist/forearm) ([@bib40]). The cortical surface areas occupied by each movement category in the representational maps were then color-coded and analyzed using an image analysis program (Scion IMAGE, version 1.63. Frederick, MD). One animal (392) recovered from an experimental cortical infarct in M1 prior to the mapping of FR and thus, this animal was excluded from the quantitative analysis of representation areas, thresholds and EMG latencies. In 1 animal (1884), additional mapping was done to identify the location of DFLs of PMd and SMA to verify functional topography for neuroanatomical registration.

Electromyographic Data Collection and Analysis
----------------------------------------------

In 2 animals (472 and 1884), following the ICMS mapping, bipolar surface electromyographic (EMG) sensors (Noraxon, Scottsdale, AZ) were positioned on the forelimb. Because the stimulation thresholds for movement onset in FR were higher than in other motor fields, we used this area to establish a case-specific reference stimulus intensity that consistently evoked EMG activity, and then used that same stimulus intensity in M1 and PMv. In case 472, we recorded evoked EMG activity resulting from stimulation of 2 sites in FR. We used the FR site that required the highest stimulation intensity to evoke a forelimb movement to define the reference stimulus intensity. The electrode was positioned in FR and the stimulation current was increased until an EMG signal could be evoked reliably (\>50% of stimulation trains) and the signal-to-noise ratio was visually acceptable. The same current intensity obtained at this site in FR was then used at the other site in FR as well as at each of 2 PMv and M1 sites. For case 1884, the EMG data were collected in a similar manner from a total of 3 stimulation sites, 1 each in the middle of FR, PMv, and M1 DFLs.

Following , where *r*~0~ is the radius of the cortical volume containing directly activated cells, *i* is the stimulus current, and *k* is the proportionality constant ([@bib55]), the use of similar current intensity in each area insured that we stimulated the same cortical volume at each site. Accordingly, the latencies we report are to a large extent representative of the density and size of layer 5 corticofugal neurons stimulated at sites within this fixed volume in each cortical area and the synaptic efficacy of the activated axons on their target neurons.

The EMG acquisition was synchronized with the stimulation train and sampled at 5 kHz through a 16-bit data acquisition card controlled with LabView custom software (National Instruments, Austin, TX). Data sets were analyzed using MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The EMG records were rectified and low-pass filtered at a cut-off frequency of 50 Hz. A threshold method was then used to detect the onset of muscle activity, and thus the latency relative to the onset of the stimulation pulse train. For each individual trace, the mean plus 3 standard deviations of 1000 prestimulus EMG points was used as the threshold. To determine the onset of muscle activity, a 50-point sliding window (10 ms) was created and onset was defined as the 1st point of the window if all points in the window were above the threshold. By ensuring that at least 50 consecutive points are above the threshold, fluctuations of the EMG activity that could give a false onset are avoided.

EMG records where the algorithm was unable to detect a muscle onset were removed from further analysis. This condition occurs when the signal-to-noise ratio approaches unity and therefore accurate detection of the onset is not possible. The EMG records were also visually inspected and any cases where the muscle onset was detected before the stimulation or beyond 100 ms from the stimulus were rejected. This was done to ensure that muscle activity from involuntary contraction, which was not associated with the stimulus, was excluded from statistical analysis. After elimination of rejected EMG records, the average latency for each site was calculated.

Injections of Neuroanatomical Tracers
-------------------------------------

In 2 cases (472 and 1884), biotinylated dextran amine (BDA; 5% BDA in saline solution; 10 000 MW conjugated to lysine; Molecular Probes Eugene, OR) was injected into the center of the FR DFL to visualize anterograde and retrograde connectivity. All injections were made at multiple depths (100 nL at 1754 μm, 50 nL at 975 μm and 50 nL at 500 μm; Total injected volume 0.2 μL), in order to label a column of cortex through all 6 layers of the gray matter. Injections were made via pressure injection with a microsyringe pump controller (UPP2-1, WPI instruments), with a 1 μL Hamilton syringe through a tapered, graduated micropipette. Using similar methods, an additional injection of the fluorescent tracer Fast Blue (2% in H~2~O; Dr. Illing Plastics GmbH, Gross-Umstadt, Germany) was made in the PMv DFL of case 472, to allow qualitative comparison of the pattern of connections of FR and PMv within the same animal (200 nL at 1754 μm, 100 nL at 975 μm and 100 nL at 500 μm; total injected volume = 0.4 μL).

Tissue Preparation
------------------

Twelve days following tracer injection, the animal was euthanized with a lethal dose of Euthasol (390 mg pentobarbital sodium/50 mg phenytoin sodium per 100 mL) injected intra-abdominally. The animal was perfused with 0.2% heparin/lidocaine in a 0.9% saline solution followed by 3% formaldehyde in phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), the brain removed and the cerebral cortex separated from the rest of the brain. The temporal and occipital lobes were then removed and the remaining parietal and frontal cortex flattened ([@bib20]; [@bib6]). The cortical block was sectioned tangential to the cortical surface (thickness 50 μm). Every 3rd section was used for histological processing to examine the presence of BDA. Other sections (1/3) were used for a myelin staining protocol ([@bib16]; [@bib6]), to aid in the determination of boundaries mainly in the parietal cortex. The remaining sections were used for the analysis of the fluorescent neuronal tracing reagent Fast Blue. For a more detailed description of histological and anatomical methods see ([@bib6]).

Quantitative Neuroanatomical Analyses
-------------------------------------

A neuroanatomical reconstruction system, consisting of a computer-interfaced microscope (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) and associated software (Neurolucida, Microbrightfield, Williston, VT), was used to record the locations of labeled terminals and cell bodies.

### Documentation of Terminal Labeling

A varicosity was considered to be a terminal bouton if it appeared as a small, darkly labeled sphere contacting a small fiber. For all cases, high-resolution photographs of the BDA-processed sections were acquired using a MicroLumina digital scanning camera (Leaf Systems, Westborough, MA) and imported into Photoshop (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). These photographs were scanned visually (but not entered into the computerized neuroanatomical system). As in other publications ([@bib7], [@bib4]; [@bib6]; [@bib8]), qualitatively, terminal distribution was found to be consistent through depths approximately corresponding to layers 2--6 of the gray matter. Thus, for quantitative comparisons, 1 representative slide per animal was sampled at depths roughly corresponding to layer 5 (situated at depth ∼1600--1800 μm). In this regard, it is necessary to keep in mind that tangential sectioning is particularly useful for the coregistration of physiological and anatomical data and provides very limited information concerning the cortical layers (see [@bib4] for a discussion on this topic). Thus, our inability to find differences in distribution across sections reflects the limitations of the anatomical techniques and does not necessarily imply an absence of quantitative differences of terminal distribution across layers.

We sampled the selected slides using a grid pattern overlaid on the section image. If at least 2 terminals were located within a 100 × 100 μm square of the grid, at any depth within the section, a marker was placed in the center of the square. As each section had a finite depth (50 μm), the volumetric unit "voxel" is used in the present description. Accordingly, our quantitative report of the magnitude of FR projections to different areas does not reflect the density of the projections per se. The resulting numbers of labeled voxels are more correlated with the cortical volume occupied by terminals from FR. It is noteworthy that in other studies we found that the percentage of terminals was not significantly different from the percentage of cell bodies in any of the cortical regions and converting labeled voxel counts to voxels per mm^2^ to control for the total surface area of a region of interest did not affect our results ([@bib6]; [@bib4]). Together, these data suggest that the voxel method is a valid measure of the strength of projections.

### Documentation of Neuronal Cell Body Labeling

Six sections ranging from 500- to 1850-μm depths per hemisphere were used to document the location of BDA labeled cell bodies and 4 sections were used to document Fast Blue labeled cell bodies in case 472. For cells to be considered as positively labeled with BDA, cell bodies needed to display a full rounded body in which black granules could be observed and the round body needed to show at least 2 protuberances, considered to be dendrites or the axon, also darkly stained ([@bib7]; [@bib6]). For Fast Blue, the cells simply were required to contain the fluorescent tracer in their somata ([@bib4]). It should be kept in mind that BDA (10 000 MW) is not known to be a particularly effective retrograde neuronal tracer ([@bib49]). However, in previous studies we found that labeled cell bodies and terminals were colocalized in all areas of the cortex ([@bib7], [@bib4]; [@bib6]). Thus, whereas the cell body counts obtained with this tracer cannot be considered as a complete representation of the numbers of cells projecting to the zone of injection, the percentage of cells found in each cortical area should still provide information concerning the proportion of inputs to FR from the diverse cortical areas. We chose to maximize visualization of projections (terminal boutons) of FR using BDA (10 000 MW) in the present study to allow appropriate comparison with our group of animals in which the same tracer was injected in PMv ([@bib6]). In addition, BDA (10 000 MW) is known to produce confined injection cores ([@bib6]), a factor that is particularly crucial when considering the size of the FR DFL representation we targeted (see below).

Blood vessel patterns were utilized to align section reconstructions with photographs of myelin stained sections and with physiological map data ([@bib7]). Tangential sectioning aided this alignment procedure and allowed precise identification of the location of neuronal labeling ([@bib6]). Neuroexplorer (Microbrightfield, Williston, VT) was used to report exact counts of cell bodies or voxels in different areas of the brain. To account for differences due to injection size, numbers of terminal voxels and cell bodies were transformed to percentages ([@bib7]; [@bib6]).

The distribution of connections was documented by dividing the hemisphere into the same 14 cortical regions used in earlier reports in the same species ([@bib6]; [@bib4]). Area locations were based on physiological documentation, myelin staining, anatomical landmarks and comparison with other physiological and anatomical studies ([@bib47]; [@bib25]; [@bib24]). Labeling located between PMv and SMA clusters was attributed to PMd. All labeling medial to SMA was considered to be within CMAs. The operculum was divided into posterior operculum/inferior parietal cortex (PO/IP) and anterior operculum (AO): PO/IP was the operculum caudal to the hand/face septum and AO was the operculum rostral to the hand/face septum. Any labeling caudal to S1 and medial to PO/IP was included in PP. The identification of functional areas that were located outside of the neurophysiologically and neurohistochemically defined borders was limited and was primarily based upon topographic location and similarities to results of previous tract-tracing studies. Whereas this limitation should be kept in mind, the consistency in the overall pattern of label across cases allows us to be relatively confident of our approximations.

For comparison, we restricted the analysis to the pattern of ipsilateral connections outside PMv or FR, depending upon the location of the injection. Thus, in all cases, the percentage of connections to different areas was calculated as follows:where *L* = number of terminal voxels or cell bodies, and *X* = cortical area of interest, *k* = site of injection that is, FR or PMv.

The quantitative analysis of the pattern of connections of PMv and FR was based on the data of 4 cases with BDA (10 000 MW) injections in PMv DFL (data from [@bib6]) and the 2 cases in the present study with injection of the same tracer in FR DFL. The Fast Blue injection in PMv was used only for qualitative representation of the pattern of connections of PMv and FR within a single animal. These data were not used for quantitative comparison of the pattern of connections because they were made with different tracers (FB and BDA \[10 000 MW\]), labeling different anatomical structures (cell bodies and terminals) and a different volume of tracer was injected (0.4 μL for FB versus 0.2 μL for all BDA injections), rendering the quantitative comparison of the pattern of connections resulting from these injections difficult.

Results
=======

Localization of M1, PMv, and FR DFL
-----------------------------------

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the ICMS results used to define the DFL of various motor fields of the frontal cortex from 4 animals. As in previous studies in squirrel monkeys, M1 DFL was found immediately rostral to the central sulcus ([@bib56]; [@bib9]; [@bib40]). The caudal border of M1 DFL was defined by unresponsive sites near the border between area 4 and area 3a. The medial, lateral and rostral borders of M1 DFL were defined by evoked movements of proximal joints.

The PMv DFL was located rostral and lateral (ventral) to M1 DFL ([@bib14]; [@bib5]). The M1 and PMv DFLs were typically separated by proximal (i.e., shoulder and elbow) and orofacial representations (average distance between M1 and PMv DFL borders ± SD = 3.29 ± 0.46 mm). The PMv DFL was bordered by orofacial representations caudally and laterally and proximal representations rostrally and medially ([@bib14]; [@bib5]). Both M1 and PMv DFLs each contained a single, contiguous representation, but sometimes were divided into smaller islands by proximal representations. However, the distance between these islands did not exceed 500 μm.

A 3rd, spatially distinct DFL, here called FR, consistently was found further rostal and lateral to PMv (distance between FR and PMv DFL borders ± SD = 2.45 ± 0.82 mm and between FR and M1 DFL borders = 8.00 ± 0.74 mm). At the caudal border of FR DFL, orofacial movements were often evoked. Otherwise, borders consisted of nonresponsive and proximal sites. The size of the M1 DFL was 10.8 mm^2^; PMv DFL was 3.1 mm^2^ or less than 1/3 the size of M1 DFL; FR DFL was 0.9 mm^2^, or less than 1/3 the size of PMv DFL ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Area, threshold and latency for ICMS-defined representations in M1, PMv, and FR. (*A*) ICMS-evoked movement representations within the DFL of 3 motor fields: M1, PMv and FR (mean area ± SEM). The cortical surface area devoted to component movements is depicted. M1 DFL was more than 3 times larger than PMv, whereas PMv DFL was more than 3 times larger than FR. However, the proportion of component movements within each of these fields was similar. Monkey 392 was excluded from quantitative analysis because this subject had been given an M1 lesion. (*B*) Thresholds at which movements could be evoked using ICMS in M1, PMv, and FR (mean intensity ± SEM). Again this analysis excluded monkey 392. Statistical analysis revealed that movement thresholds in M1 were significantly lower than PMv and FR (\*) and that thresholds in PMv were lower than FR (†). Within FR, digit movement thresholds were significantly lower than proximal and wrist/forearm (§). In addition, wrist/forearm movement thresholds were significantly higher than proximal movements thresholds (‡). (*C*) Representative ICMS-evoked EMG traces from each cortical area (M1, PMv and FR) recorded from the forearm extensors in case 472. On the left, the rectified traces are unfiltered. On the right, the same traces are shown following low-pass filtering, which were subsequently used for defining EMG onset. The train of stimulation is shown in blue (top). For each inset, the EMG trace is in green and the duration of the stimulation is in blue. A double dotted line identifies the onset of evoked EMG activity from M1 and PMv stimulation and the single dotted line identifies the onset of evoked EMG activity from FR stimulation. The *y*-axis is auto-scaled for the maximum amplitude of each trace. (*D*) Average latencies to evoke EMG activity with ICMS in PMv and FR relative to latencies in M1 (mean latency ± SEM). Within each monkey, the PMv and FR latencies were normalized by arithmetic subtraction from M1 latencies so that the data from both animals could then be combined (case 472, 2 PMv sites and 2 FR sites; case 1884 1 PMv site and 1 FR site). Normalized latencies to evoke EMG from FR were significantly longer than from PMv (\*indicates statistically significant difference at *P* \< 0.05).](cercorbhn050f02_4c){#fig2}

Thresholds for Evoking Movements in M1, PMv, and FR
---------------------------------------------------

The average current to elicit movements of the upper extremity using ICMS was higher in FR (mean ± SEM = 51.3 ± 1.87 μA) compared with PMv (16.5 ± 1.11 μA) and M1 (12.2 ± 7.9 μA; [Fig. 2*B*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). ANOVA revealed that the main effects of Area (i.e., M1, PMv, and FR) and Movement Type (i.e., digits, wrist/forearm, and proximal) on threshold were statistically significant (*F* = 191.90, *P* \< 0.0001 and *F* = 8.57, *P* = 0.0002, respectively). The interaction term was also significant (*F* = 3.73, *P* = 0.0053). Post hoc analysis (Fisher\'s least significant difference test with alpha set at 0.05) revealed that FR thresholds were significantly higher than either PMv or M1 thresholds and PMv thresholds were significantly higher than M1 thresholds. Within FR, the thresholds for wrist/forearm (least square mean ± SEM = 62.6 ± 3.7 μA) movements were significantly higher than proximal (51.3 ± 2.1 μA) and digit movements (39.9 ± 3.7 μA) and thresholds for proximal movements were significantly higher than digit movements.

EMG Latencies in M1, PMv, and FR
--------------------------------

In 2 cases we collected ICMS-evoked EMG activity in the contralateral forelimb ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Because current thresholds for eliciting movement were higher in FR compared with PMv and M1, FR was used to establish a standard current level for evoking reliable EMG in each case, as described in Methods. First, in case 472, EMG activity was recorded from the forearm extensor compartment as a result of 30 μA ICMS. A total of 263 stimulation-evoked EMG trials were obtained from 2 sites in M1, 237 trials from 2 sites in PMv and 109 trials from 2 sites in FR. As shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, the average latency for FR sites was higher than PMv or M1.

###### 

Latency of ICMS-evoked EMG activity

  Animal   Stimulation site   Cortical region   Muscle group     Intensity (μA)   Average latency (ms)[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   SEM (ms)   Latency difference from M1 (ms)
  -------- ------------------ ----------------- ---------------- ---------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------------------------------
  472      31                 FR                Dorsal forearm   30               48.18                                                   1.14       12.40
  472      35                 FR                Dorsal forearm   30               45.12                                                   0.45       9.34
  472      105                PMv               Dorsal forearm   30               36.43                                                   0.48       0.66
  472      113                PMv               Dorsal forearm   30               37.00                                                   0.46       1.22
  472      172                M1                Dorsal forearm   30               34.95                                                   0.41       N/A
  472      177                M1                Dorsal forearm   30               36.6                                                    0.34       N/A
  1884     52                 FR                Biceps           80               23.83                                                   0.63       8.83
  1884     28                 PMv               Biceps           80               17.03                                                   0.42       2.03
  1884     58                 M1                Biceps           80               15.00                                                   0.29       N/A

It is likely that both the different stimulation intensities used as well as the different muscles group recorded contributed to the large differences in latencies found in the 2 animals.

Next, in case 1884, EMG activity was recorded from the arm flexor compartment (biceps) as a result of 80 μA ICMS. A total of 120 stimulation-evoked EMG trials were obtained from 1 site in M1, 120 trials from 1 site in PMv and 125 trials from 1 site in FR. As in case 472, the latency to onset of EMG activity was higher in FR compared with PMv or M1 ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The shorter latencies found in this case in comparison to case 472 can probably be attributed to the higher stimulus intensity that was required and/or the muscle compartment from which the EMG was recorded.

To pool data of the 2 animals together, we normalized the FR and PMv latencies relative to average latencies in M1 for each animal (arithmetic difference; [Fig. 2*D*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Although PMv latencies were nearly equivalent to M1 latencies, FR latencies were about 10 ms longer than M1 latencies. A 2-tailed *t*-test between PMv (3 stimulation sites) and FR relative latencies confirmed that latencies to evoke EMG activity with FR stimulation were significantly longer (*t* = 7.513; *P* = 0.0215).

Because we used identical current intensity across stimulation sites within each case, the intensities relative to threshold current levels were much larger in M1 compared with those used in FR. However, the M1 latencies we found do not appear to be substantially different from other EMG studies in squirrel monkey ([@bib56]; [@bib9]). Thus, the significant difference in EMG latencies among areas is probably not a function of substantially larger numbers of corticospinal neurons (CSNs) that were activated in different areas. In addition, whereas our latency results are extrapolated from a limited number of cortical stimulation sites, the large latency differences between PMv and FR and the small standard error suggest that the differences in latencies found between the areas are representative. Nonetheless, due to the limitations of the methods used, results concerning latency should not be considered as a definitive statement about this property of FR.

Ipsilateral Cortical Connections of FR
--------------------------------------

In 2 animals (472 and 1884), injections of BDA (10 000 MW in saline) were made in the centers of the FR DFL to trace its cortical connections. Reconstruction of the BDA injection cores confirmed that they were located within the majority of the DFL of FR in both cases and that the cores were of typical size for the injected volume using similar methods (472 = 1.41 mm^2^; 1884 = 0.73 mm^2^) ([@bib6]). However, due to the irregular shape and the small size of FR, the core encroached slightly on proximal representations in case 472, and both proximal representations and nonresponsive area in case 1884.

As in previous studies ([@bib6]; [@bib4]), labeled cell bodies and terminals were colocalized, supporting the reciprocity of connections. Only terminal distribution patterns are illustrated here for simplicity ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see cell body data in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). In the prefrontal cortex, labeling was found rostral to FR, in areas designated as "frontal other" (FO), in the region corresponding to area 46. Additional extensive labeling was also found in AO, in the region corresponding to PrCO. Moderate labeling was present in PMv and CMAs. In both cases, sparse labeling was found in SMA, PMd and M1. In the parietal cortex, extensive labeling was found in PO/IP, specifically in regions corresponding to area 7b, the secondary somatosensory cortex (S2) and parietal ventral cortex (PV). Sparse labeling was found in the posterior parietal cortex (PP).

###### 

Distribution of labeled cell bodies and voxels with labeled terminals

                     FR injections   PMv injections                                                                           
  ------------------ --------------- ---------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -------- ------ ------------- -------------
  PMv                129             9.1              677    9.5    163    18.6   306    7.2    †                             
  M1                 12              0.8              105    1.5    0      0.0    34     0.8    2892     18.2   25.8 + 10.6   29.5 ± 4.17
  PMD                3               0.2              97     1.4    2      0.2    59     1.6    747      4.7    6.0 + 4.2     5.8 + 2.1
  SMA                28              2.0              170    2.4    7      0.8    103    2.8    2300     14.5   8.5 + 11.4    7.5 + 1.3
  CMAs               9               0.6              334    4.7    7      0.8    259    7.1    650      4.1    0.7 + 0.6     2.6 + 0.8
  FO                 371             26.3             1185   16.6   177    20.3   1301   35.7   813      5.1    0.1 + 0.1     1.6 + 2.2
  AO                 420             29.7             2676   37.4   254    29.1   1065   29.2   2083     13.1   2.5 + 2.2     7.1 + 7.9
  PO/IP              234             16.6             930    13.0   169    19.3   655    18.0   2612     16.5   15.3 ± 6.1    7.6 ± 4.4
  PP                 0               0.0              100    1.4    0      0.0    19     0.5    741      4.7    1.4 ± 1.5     1.4 ± 1.6
  S1                 1               0.1              67     0.9    2      0.2    40     1.1    257      1.6    2.1 ± 0.9     4.1 ± 2.7
  FR                 954                              1102          1027          1651          2453     15.5   22.7 + 8.4    22.3 + 4.4
  Total identified   2161            91.3             7443   90.2   1808   95.1   5492   93.0   15 554   98.0                 
  Nonidentified      205                              809           93            411           314                           
  Gross total        2366                             8252          1901          5903          15 868                        

*Note.* †PMv had an extremely high number of labeled cell bodies with Fast Blue in the injection halo and throughout the area. PMv cell bodies were only plotted in 1 section for graphic representation in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, total numbers for the PMv area are not available.

Extrinsic percentages were obtained by dividing the number of cells or voxels in an area by the gross total − PMv or − FR (see text). It is also worth noting that the PMv labeling in case 472 was affected by the presence of the FB injection core. Thus, percentage of connections with PMv are most likely to be slightly underestimated in the present study.

For the FB injection, the extrinsic percentages are obtained by dividing the number of cell in an area by the gross total because PMv value is equal to zero.

![Pattern of connections of FR DFL in the ipsilateral hemisphere. Distribution of voxels with labeled terminals after injection of BDA into FR DFL (case 472; large injection; approximate depth of section = 1750 μm). This animal had the largest BDA injection in our 2 FR injected animals, which was of comparable size to the PMv injection in case 1934 (see [Fig. 4*A*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Each orange dot represents a voxel (100 × 100 μm resolution; approximate depth 1500 μm) in which at least 2 labeled varicocities (terminal boutons) were identified. ICMS-defined DFLs are outlined with red contours and histochemically defined sensory areas (3b and area 1/2) in black contours. Additional dotted lines indicate the junction between the lateral and medial wall and the convexity of the lateral sulcus (operculum; OC). 1/2: primary somatosensory areas 1 and 2; 3b: primary somatosensory area 3b; CS: central sulcus; FO: frontal (others); M1: primary motor cortex; M = medial; R = rostral. Scale bar = 5 mm.](cercorbhn050f03_4c){#fig3}

Comparison of FR and PMv Cortical Connections
---------------------------------------------

The pattern of connections of FR derived from these 2 cases was compared with the pattern of connections of PMv derived from a previous study (*n* = 4; [@bib6]). [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}*A* shows the distribution of projections following an injection of comparable size and depth, of BDA (10 000 MW) in the DFL of PMv (case 1934 from [@bib6]). Following PMv injection, M1 was the most intensely labeled cortical area and relatively sparse labeling was found in FO. To provide within-case qualitative assessment of FR and PMv connections, an additional injection of Fast Blue was made in PMv DFL in case 472 ([Fig. 4*B*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This comparison was made using different tracers (anterograde and retrograde) and thus, was not used for quantitative analysis. However, because the connections of both PMv and FR were reciprocal with all areas of the cortex (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), this figure provides useful qualitative information on how the patterns of connection of PMv and FR DFLs diverge within a single case. In particular, note the difference of connections with AO. This figure shows that, in comparison to PMv, FR has more connections with AO and its connections are found more rostrally in AO.

![Comparison of the pattern of connections of PMv and FR DFL in the ipsilateral hemisphere. (*A*) Pattern of connections of PMv DFL in the ipsilateral hemisphere. Reconstruction of the typical distribution of voxels with labeled terminals observed in flattened, tangential sections through the fronto-parietal cortex in a case with a BDA injection in the PMv DFL (case 1934; [@bib6]). This injection was of comparable size and depth as the FR injection in case 472 ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). As this animal received the largest BDA injection of any in that study, and displayed the most extensive and densest distribution of terminals, it provides a reasonable estimate of the limits of normal PMv connectivity. Each blue dot represents a voxel (100 × 100 μm resolution; approximate depth 1500 μm) in which at least 2 labeled varicocities (terminal boutons) were identified. ICMS-defined DFLs are outlined with red contours and histochemically defined sensory areas (3b and area 1/2) in black contours. In particular, note the intense BDA labeling found in M1 and the sparse labeling found in FO. In addition, BDA labeling in AO is less intense and more caudal than what was found following BDA injection in FR. (*B*) Within-case comparison of the pattern of connections of PMv and FR DFL in the ipsilateral hemisphere. Distribution of labeled terminals following injection of BDA into FR DFL (orange dots; see [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and labeled cell bodies after injection of FB into PMv DFL (blue dots). One orange dot represents a voxel with labeled terminals and 1 blue dot represents a cell body. When both Fast Blue and BDA were colocalized, green is used. Abbreviations as in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Scale bar = 5 mm.](cercorbhn050f04_4c){#fig4}

Finally, we quantitatively compared the pattern of connections of our 2 cases with FR DFL injections of BDA (10 000 MW), to the 4 cases in which the same tracer was injected in PMv DFL (data from [@bib6]). In contrast to PMv, FR had substantially more connections with FO and AO and substantially fewer connections with M1. Whereas connections were present in all premotor areas, in contrast to PMv, FR had fewer connections with PMd and SMA and more connections with CMAs ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

![Quantitative distribution of labeling in the ipsilateral hemisphere. (*A*) Cell body distribution and (*B*) voxels with labeled terminals distribution following BDA injection in FR (*n* = 2) is compared with the distribution following injection in PMv (*n* = 4; from [@bib6]). Extrinsic connections with PMv are only available for the group of animals that had injection in FR and vice versa. Consequently, in these cases, to obtain the percentages, the denominator was the gross total − FR *or* PMv. It should be noted that the FR group is composed of only 2 animals and that the error bars simply show the variance between these 2 cases. See [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} for abbreviations.](cercorbhn050f05_lw){#fig5}

Discussion
==========

We have provided evidence that an additional, isolated, motor-related cortical representation, which we designated as FR, is located rostral and lateral to PMv in a New World primate, the squirrel monkey. Using ICMS, we found that the FR DFL is relatively small in comparison to PMv and M1 DFLs. Movements and EMG activity evoked from FR stimulation have higher thresholds and longer latencies (respectively) than those of PMv and M1. Tract-tracing results demonstrated that FR has dense connections with prefrontal cortex, anterior opercular areas and posterior operculum/inferior parietal cortex, moderate connections with PMv and CMAs, but relatively few connections with SMA, PMd, and M1. This is in contrast to PMv, which has dense connections with M1, but sparse connections with prefrontal areas ([@bib6]). These data suggest that FR is a separate motor-related cortical field and might act as an interface between premotor areas, mainly PMv, and prefrontal/anterior opercular cortex.

Similarities between FR and PMv
-------------------------------

Our data show that FR has a very similar topographic organization to other distal forelimb motor fields, especially PMv. We found a core of DFL surrounded by proximal forelimb representations. At threshold ICMS current levels, specific digit, wrist and forearm movements were evoked from FR, similar to those that were evoked from stimulation in other motor fields. Further, although significant differences in current thresholds were found between FR and PMv (and between FR and M1), these stimulation intensities were still relatively low (∼40 μA for evoking digit movements). This indicates that the evoked distal forelimb movements were not the result of direct current spread into the nearby PMv DFL ([@bib55]).

Based on our anatomical data, it would appear that PMv and FR are largely part of the same cortical network. Both areas share connections with all other premotor areas. In addition, the majority of parietal connections for both PMv and FR are shared with PO/IP, that is, areas 7b, S2, and PV. The similarities in their patterns of connection and the dense connections between FR and PMv suggest that they might have shared functions in motor control, perhaps in the integration of sensory information and the translation of this information into appropriate motor output ([@bib50]).

Differences between FR and PMv
------------------------------

The higher stimulation intensity to evoke movement and longer evoked EMG latencies from FR suggest that its role in motor output production is not as direct as for other motor areas. The output of FR most likely is carried through additional synapses, explaining the higher intensities and longer latencies.

The indirect influence of FR on motor output can also be suggested from its pattern of connections. A striking difference between the cortical networks of FR and other motor areas is its very sparse connections with M1. It is likely that FR has a weaker modulatory effect on M1, in comparison to PMv ([@bib54]). Although anatomical studies of descending pathways have not focused on FR specifically, prior studies in squirrel monkeys revealed no CSNs in this area, despite large numbers of CSNs in areas corresponding to M1 and PMv DFL (region C of [@bib38]).

FR also has particularly prominent connections with the prefrontal cortex and AO. Together, these connections comprise a unique network among motor areas, that is thought to be involved in working memory ([@bib43]; [@bib42]); in taste perception ([@bib52]) and voluntary control of facial, oral and lingual movements ([@bib31]). FR connections with these areas would be consistent with the particular role attributed to the PMv network in unimanual feeding behaviors ([@bib60]).

Evidence for FR in other Primate Species
----------------------------------------

In macaque monkeys, each premotor area has clear subdivisions ([@bib58]; [@bib59]; [@bib32]; [@bib1]). For example, PMd and SMA contain a rostral portion called pre-PMd (F7) and pre-SMA (F6) and a caudal portion called PMd proper (F2) and SMA proper (F3; [@bib46]). In general, the caudal subdivisions of PMd and SMA share more numerous connections with the primary motor cortex (M1) and have more corticospinal projections than their rostral counterparts ([@bib10]; [@bib22]). In contrast, the rostral subdivisions have a more elaborated network with other frontal and prefrontal areas ([@bib2]; [@bib29]; [@bib28]) and the current intensity necessary to evoke movements using ICMS is generally higher ([@bib30]; [@bib33]). Comparable subdivisions of PMd and SMA have also been reported in New World primates (cebus monkeys; [@bib12]) and owl monkeys ([@bib48]; [@bib53]) as well as in prosimian primates (galagos; [@bib13]).

For PMv, cytoarchitectonic subdivisions into caudal (F4) and rostral (F5) parts have only been identified in macaques so far ([@bib32]). Furthermore, the hand representation of the macaque PMv is mainly found in the rostral part of PMv (F5) ([@bib17]; [@bib51]) and is known to share dense and powerful connections with M1 ([@bib34]; [@bib54]). In fact, the PMv DFL of squirrel monkeys and macaques (PMvr or F5) share many features such as comparable topographic organization ([@bib27]; [@bib17]; [@bib51]), distance from M1 DFL ([@bib17]), stimulation intensity to evoke movement ([@bib23]), latencies for ICMS-evoked EMG activity ([@bib3]) and pattern of cortical connections ([@bib34]; [@bib1]; [@bib18]). It is thus tempting to suggest that the squirrel monkey PMv DFL is the homolog of the macaque F5.

In sharp contrast to these similarities, the DFL of FR was found to be located much further rostral and lateral from the M1 DFL; required significantly higher current intensity to evoke movement; displayed evoked movements with much longer latencies; and had a different pattern of cortical connections. In particular, FR has sparse connections with M1 and numerous connections with prefrontal cortex and the AO. Taken together, these data lend support to the hypothesis that the squirrel monkey FR DFL is part of a separate cortical field, and is distinct from PMv areas that have been described previously.

The electrical stimulation properties and cortical connection patterns we found in FR are very similar to what has been described for pre-PMd and pre-SMA. Based on our data, one could conclude that FR is the "pre-PMv" of squirrel monkeys and that, as for pre-SMA and pre-PMd ([@bib46]), it should be considered a motor-related field providing an interface between prefrontal cortex and cortical motor areas, rather than a premotor area.

If FR is an additional motor-related field, it might be common to all primates. Specialized frontal fields appear to be unique in primate species, and well-conserved once established ([@bib39]). Thus, it would be surprising to find this additional cortical subdivision of the lateral frontal cortex in squirrel monkeys and not in other primate species. Unfortunately it is very difficult to draw any conclusions from previous studies in other species as none of them were specifically designed to investigate the existence of an additional motor-related field rostral to PMv. However, in a few instances, studies in macaque monkeys have reported results that might suggest the existence of the macaque equivalent of FR. For example, as identified by ICMS techniques, a small isolated cluster of forelimb movement sites was reported far rostral and lateral on the caudo-ventral bank of the arcuate sulcus of a macaque monkey (case M57; [@bib19]). In another ICMS study, in the cytoarchitectonically defined area 44, a site with orofacial and hand movement responses was found ([@bib44]). Finally, a functional imaging study in macaques has suggested the role of an architectonically defined field, the anterior sector of posterior bank or area F5a, in the coding of grasping ([@bib37]).

In anatomical studies with other species, in some cases, it is clear that the PMv DFL has connections with the cortical areas rostral and lateral to it, where we found FR in the squirrel monkeys ([@bib34]; [@bib26]; [@bib13]). However, in all of these studies, the physiological documentation was restricted to PMv, making it difficult to argue against, or in favor of, the attribution of these connections to FR. In addition, as we previously stated ([@bib6]), several factors may account for the lack of reports in the literature of PMv connections with FR. The small size of our injections, the use of BDA (which is known to produce confined injection cores), the restriction of the injection to the distal forelimb area and the use of tangential sectioning may have allowed better visualization of FR.

In summary, the physiological and anatomical properties of FR suggest that it is a separate, motor-related field in squirrel monkeys. A comparable cortical area is expected to be present at least in other New World primates, and perhaps in other primate species. Based on its pattern of cortical connections, this area is likely to have a unique role in the integration of prefrontal and anterior opercular inputs for the elaboration of motor outputs.
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